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Outstanding Sound Editing For A Nonfiction Program (Single Or Multi-
Camera)

America To Me

Nobody Can Hold You Down
October 14, 2018

Chanti discovers a devastating truth about her grandparents. Brendan’s parents make him an offer he
can’t refuse. Caroline’s anxiety exacts a heavy toll. Kendale and his team pursue their dream for the
ultimate victory.

America's Funniest Home Videos

Halloween, Busted, and Bonehead Brigade
October 28, 2018

The show that invented the viral video provides hilarious real-life blunders that fly by at a dizzying pace.
The funniest videos of the night compete for a cash prize. "AFV" continues to be a Sunday-night
tradition for millions of families from coast to coast.

American Dream/American Knightmare

December 21, 2018

Documentary that delves into the life and exploits of the iconic Death Row Records co-founder Suge
Knight, and the era in gangsta rap he presided over. Through a series of face-to-face interviewers,
Knight reveals exactly how it all happened and why it all fell apart.

American Experience: The Circus

October 08, 2018 - October 09, 2018

American Experience: The Circus explores the colorful history of this popular, influential and distinctly
American form of entertainment, from the first one-ring show at the end of the 18th century to 1956,
when the Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey big top was pulled down for the last time.

American Masters

Sammy Davis, Jr.: I've Gotta Be Me
February 19, 2019

Explore the entertainer's vast talent and his journey for identity through the shifting tides of civil rights
and racial progress. Features new interviews with Billy Crystal, Whoopi Goldberg, Jerry Lewis and more,
plus never-before-seen photographs.



Anthony Bourdain Parts Unknown

Far West Texas
October 21, 2018

Bourdain travels to the untamed land of Big Bend, Texas. Note: It pains us that this show has come to a
close, this will be the final submission. We extend our gratitude to the Academy and its members for
having supported the show through the years, THANK YOU !!

Below Deck

Let Them Eat Chicken!
December 11, 2018

The aftermath of Ashton’s accident has the entire crew shaken up, especially Captain Lee. While the
deck crew is on edge with a man down, Laura struggles to fall in line with her third stew role and her
boss Kate. Adrian’s decision to make comforting food for the guest’s backfires.

The Case Against Adnan Syed

Time is the Killer
March 31, 2019

Despite being granted a new trial, Adnan Syed and his attorneys contend with the State’s repeated
appeals. While a primary race for Baltimore City State's Attorney has the potential to affect the case,
private investigators re-analyze forensic evidence. On March 8, 2019, the Court of Appeals issues a new
ruling.

Chef's Table

Sean Brock
February 22, 2019

Obsessive. Perfectionist. Workaholic. Sean Brock's dedication to reviving lost flavors reinvigorated
Southern cuisine - and nearly destroyed him.

The Circus: Inside the Wildest Political Show on Earth

Judgement Day
September 30, 2018

The focus remains tightly on the confirmation of Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court. For much of
the week John Heilemann is embedded with attorney Michael Avenatti, who may just have the most
explosive revelations of all.

The Circus: Inside the Wildest Political Show on Earth

The Verdict
October 07, 2018

The emphasis remains squarely on the Brett Kavanaugh confirmation. But as the midterm elections
draw nearer, the hosts delve into the ramifications of the confirmation's outcome on various Senate
races around the country.



The Clinton Affair

Part 2: Mixed Messages/The United States v. Monica Lewinsky
November 19, 2018

Monica Lewinsky confides the details of her relationship with President Clinton to her coworker, Linda
Tripp, who surreptitiously records their private conversations; Paula Jones’ lawsuit is approved by the
Supreme Court, allowing her lawyers to find other women who claim harassment by the President.

Conversations with a Killer: The Ted Bundy Tapes

Burn Bundy Burn
January 24, 2019

Bundy’s double-murder trial transforms into a bizarre circus with an unhinged ringleader. Later, the
accused makes a last-ditch effort to stay alive.

Deadliest Catch

Battle Of Kings
April 09, 2019

A new boat enters Dutch Harbor and is rumored to know the spot where over a billion in king crabs are
located. The rest of the fleet is left on the outside willing to do anything to get in on the score.

Divide and Conquer: The Story of Roger Ailes

March 03, 2019

“Divide and Conquer: The Story of Roger Ailes” is the story of the triumph and downfall of Roger Ailes,
founder of Fox News. It’s a story of serial cruelty, both on the public stage and in private life, and
ultimately of a billion-dollar corporate setting that turned a blind eye.

Dogs

Bravo, Zeus
November 16, 2018

Longing for a reunion, Syrian refugee Ayham makes dangerous plans with a loyal friend to smuggle his
cherished husky, Zeus, out of war-torn Damascus.

Eli Roth's History of Horror (AMC Visionaries)

Zombies
October 14, 2018

“Eli Roth’s History of Horror” brings together masters of horror– storytellers and stars who define the
genre– to explore its biggest themes, inspirations and struggles behind its past and present. It
examines how horror has evolved and its impact on society and why we continue to be addicted to fear.

Elvis Goes There

Paul Feig
February 04, 2019

Elvis Mitchell meets Paul Feig in London for a first-hand look at the evolution of his career in film, with
the city’s elegant style and traditions as a backdrop.



Expedition Unknown

Egypt Live
April 07, 2019

Live from the middle of the Egyptian desert, inside a great underground tomb complex, a sealed
sarcophagus may contain the identify of a mummy who has remained a mystery for 3000 years.

The Final Table

The Finale
November 20, 2018

The finalists go solo to create distinctive signature dishes for a panel of all nine legendary chefs - but
only one will earn a spot at their table.

Formula 1: Drive To Survive

Redemption
March 08, 2019

At the prestigious Monaco Grand Prix, Ricciardo feels pressured by an upstart. Also, the men and
women of Williams Racing fight to remain relevant.

Free Solo

March 03, 2019

A portrait of climber Alex Honnold, as he prepares for the first free solo climb of the famed El Capitan's
900-metre vertical rock face at Yosemite National Park.

FYRE: The Greatest Party That Never Happened

January 18, 2019

A look at the infamous unraveling of the Fyre music festival. Created by Billy McFarland and rapper Ja
Rule, Fyre was promoted as a luxury music festival in the Bahamas featuring bikini-clad supermodels, A-
List performances and posh amenities. Guests arrived to discover the reality was far from the promises.

Game of Thrones: The Last Watch

May 26, 2019

A funny and heartbreaking portrait made during the final season of Game of Thrones. Set in the fantasy
world of Westeros and the very real studios, fields and carparks of Northern Ireland. Telling the
bittersweet pleasure of what it means to create a world, then having to say goodbye.

Haunted

Stolen Gravestone
October 19, 2018

A once-protective spirit becomes possessive when the young girl who inherited his tombstone meets
and marries the love of her life.

Homecoming: A Film by Beyoncé

April 17, 2019

This intimate, in-depth look at Beyonce's celebrated 2018 Coachella performance reveals the emotional
road from creative concept to cultural movement.



Hostile Planet

Polar
April 01, 2019

Step inside the most frigid habitat known to Earth–the poles. Here, the planet’s ultimate survivalists
include whale-hunting polar bears and leopard-seal dodging penguins. Polar species have evolved bodies
and behaviors that help combat the hostility of their habitats. But with their world changing so fast,
their resilience will be tested.

In Search Of

Monsters of the Deep
August 03, 2018

Zachary sets out to research the strangest creatures dug up from the depths of the ocean and to see
how much they lend to the Monsters that are depicted in myth and legend.

The Innocent Man

Debbie And Denice
December 14, 2018

A young woman is found brutally murdered in 1982 in Ada, Oklahoma. Two years later, another woman
goes missing, sparking rumors of a connection.

The Inventor: Out For Blood In Silicon Valley

March 18, 2019

This eye-opening documentary traces the rise and decline of Elizabeth Holmes and Theranos. With a new
invention promising to revolutionize blood testing, Holmes became the world’s youngest self-made
billionaire. Within a few months, her $9-billion company became worthless. The Inventor tells a tale that
was too good to be true.

Jailbirds

Dressed Into Oranges
May 10, 2019

When arrested, inmates have to change out of their outside clothes and assume the garb of Sacramento
County jail. We see a first time inmate being processed in as well as an inmate who thinks she’s leaving
and instead has to dress back into the orange clothes.

Jane Fonda in Five Acts

September 24, 2018

Girl next door, sex icon, activist, fitness tycoon, Oscar®-winning actress Jane Fonda has lived a life
marked by controversy, tragedy and transformation—and she’s done it all in the public eye. From
award-winning documentarian Susan Lacy, this is an intimate look at one woman’s singular journey.

Jesus: His Life

Joseph: The Nativity
March 25, 2019

In a time of unrest, when the Romans occupy the land of Judea, a simple craftsman named Joseph faces
a test of faith when his fiancée Mary tells him she is expecting a child, the Son of God. Through many
dangers, Joseph vows to love and protect his son Jesus.



Kids Behind Bars: Life or Parole

Aaron
April 30, 2019

On January 31, 2011, 14-year-old Aaron shot his neighbor, 14-year-old Alana, in her home in Harlem,
Georgia. Aaron was sentenced to life without parole at 15. Now 21 years old, Aaron is appealing his
sentence.

Leah Remini: Scientology and the Aftermath

Star Witness
November 27, 2018

Scientology’s Gold Base in California, has been shrouded in mystery for years. In a rare insider’s view,
Valerie Haney discusses her years as Scientology first lady Shelly Miscavige’s personal steward and the
bold move she made when conditions at the base led her to contemplate suicide.

Leaving Neverland

March 03, 2019 - March 04, 2019

Leaving Neverland spotlights the experiences of two young boys, James Safechuck and Wade Robson,
who were befriended by Michael Jackson. Gut-wrenching interviews with Safechuck and Robson, now in
their 30s, and their families, present a picture of sustained abuse and explores the complicated feelings
leading them to confront their experiences.

Living In The Future's Past

May 03, 2019

What kind of future would YOU like to see? Jeff Bridges shares the screen with scientists, profound
thinkers, and a dazzling array of Earth’s living creatures to reveal eye-opening concepts about ourselves
and our past, providing fresh insights into our subconscious motivations and their unintended
consequences.

Lorena

An Irresistable Impulse
February 15, 2019

This four-part docuseries investigates the events of 1993, where Lorena Bobbitt sliced off her husband's
penis after years of abuse. John and Lorena Bobbitt's stories exploded into a 24-hour news cycle. She
became a national joke, her suffering ignored by the male-dominated press.

Making a Murderer Part 2

Friday Nite
October 19, 2018

A witness comes forward with new information about Teresa's car. Kathleen attempts to build the
timeline of what happened to Teresa on Oct 31, 2005.

Minding the Gap

August 17, 2018

Compiling over 12 years of footage shot in his hometown of Rockford, IL, the director searches for
correlations between his skateboarder friends’ turbulent upbringings and the complexities of modern-
day masculinity. He weaves a story of generational forgiveness while exploring the precarious gap
between childhood and adulthood.



Our Planet

Frozen Worlds
April 05, 2019

On the unforgiving frontier of climate change, polar bears, walruses, seals, and penguins find their icy
Edens in peril.

Presidents at War

A Call to Valor
February 17, 2019

The Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor plunges an unprepared United States into World War Two. Night
One follows Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Carter, Bush, Ford, Reagan and Eisenhower through war in both
the European and Pacific theaters from December 1941 through late 1943, telling the story of their war
experiences.

Quincy

September 21, 2018

This documentary profiles music and culture icon Quincy Jones, offering unprecedented access to his
private life and stories from his unparalleled career.

Robin Williams: Come Inside My Mind

July 16, 2018

A funny, enlightening and moving portrait of one of the world’s most beloved and inventive comedians.
Told largely through Williams’ own words, the film celebrates what he brought to comedy and to the
culture at large, from the wild days of late-1970s LA to his death in 2014.

Salt Fat Acid Heat

Heat
October 19, 2018

Back home in California, Samin uses heat to unlock rich colors and flavors as she roasts meat and
veggies, then makes crispy rice with her mom.

Say Her Name: The Life and Death of Sandra Bland

December 03, 2018

In 2015, Sandra Bland, a 28-year-old black woman, was arrested for traffic violation in a small Texas
town. Three days later, she was found hung in her jail cell. Featuring Bland’s passionate vlogs, this
documentary follows her family and legal team, presenting a compelling look at her life and death.

The Sentence

October 15, 2018

The director shows the aftermath of his sister Cindy’s 15-year incarceration for the crimes committed by
her now-deceased ex-boyfriend. He coped by filming his sister’s family for her. In the midst, the family
begins to fight for Cindy’s release during the Obama administration’s clemency initiative.



7 Days Out

NASA's Cassini Mission
December 21, 2018

Emotions run high as a NASA team prepares to crash the Cassini probe into Saturn after a 20-year
mission - gathering precious data until the end.

Shirkers

October 26, 2018

In 1992, Sandi Tan and her friends shot a quirky film on the streets of Singapore. Then the footage
disappeared, sending her on a hunt for answers.

Somebody Feed Phil

Buenos Aires
July 06, 2018

Argentina delights Phil as he swoons over dulce de leche delicacies, wild boar choripán and divine cuts
of beef. Bonus: He tangos and rides a horse.

Song Of Parkland

February 07, 2019

In the wake of tragedy at their school, Marjory Stoneman Douglas drama students and their teacher
harness the power of theater and music to heal themselves and their community. The film features the
voices and songs of kids who inspired a nation in calling for an end to gun violence.

The Staircase

Flawed Justice
June 08, 2018

Michael speaks to a reporter about the reasons behind his plea. Later, Kathleen’s sister delivers a
statement of defiance in court.

Studio 54

February 11, 2019

Studio 54 was the epicenter of 70s hedonism—a place that came to symbolize an entire era, before
imploding in scandal after 33 months. “Studio 54” raises the velvet rope to the legendary nightclub,
featuring unprecedented access to Ian Schrager as he discusses the club in-depth for the first time.

Survivor

Appearances are deceiving
September 26, 2018

Season 37 is inspired by a classic theme, David vs Goliath. A sliding puzzle algorithm leads to an
improbable victory in the opening challenge. Love is in the air at one of the tribe camps and a choppy
boat ride leads to a medical evacuation.

They'll Love Me When I'm Dead

November 02, 2018

Actors, crew members, and others who were there discuss the tumultuous creation of Orson Welles's
final, unfinished film "The Other Side of the Wind."



Tidying Up With Marie Kondo

From Students to Improvements
January 01, 2019

Two writers work together to reduce their library, sort through sentimental items and get their cords
and electronic gadgets under control.

The Titan Games

The Titan Games Trials 2
January 10, 2019

The competition continues with competitors pushing their bodies to the limit by battling opponents in
unforgiving head-to-head challenges, designed by Dwayne Johnson.

Wu-Tang Clan: Of Mics and Men

Episode 1
May 10, 2019

A retrospective look at everything that molded Wu-Tang Clan and the socio-political bullshit they had to
navigate growing up. Apostles of hip hop culture, fans of kung fu cinema, and members of the Five
Percent Nation, they cut a song - “Protect Ya Neck” - and the rest is history.

End of Category


